Kelly Gang
memorabilia
The image of Ned Kelly and his gang wearing their
ploughshare armour at Glenrowan still captures the
imagination, and Kelly memorabilia is still coming
out of the woodwork
TOM THOMPSON
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1 Scrimshaw cattle horn
showing one of the
Greta Mob bushrangers
shooting at
police troopers
2 This double mounted
scrimshaw from 1880
shows Ned Kelly
beneath his favourite
horse, Daylight
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he Kelly saga has been most
adequately exposed, thanks to
the efforts of historian Ian Jones
over the last thirty years. But a few
mysteries have surfaced to allow a
bit of wonder and speculation – the
fate of Ned’s stepfather, the
American George King, who
disappeared in April 1878; the Kelly
Gang scrimshaw given to
sympathisers 1878–81; and the
mysterious disappearing act of
Ned’s sister, Kate Kelly, from 1881
to 1898.
Ned and Dan Kelly were outlawed
following the visit of Constable
Alexander Fitzpatrick – alone, drunk
and without a warrant – to the Kelly
homestead on 15 April 1878,
ostensibly to pick up Dan Kelly.
Fitzpatrick claimed Ned shot him
and that he lost his revolver in the
fracas, which certainly followed his
inept wooing of young Kate Kelly.
In the aftermath, George King,
who had fathered three children with
Ned’s mother Ellen, cleared out,
never to be seen again and Ellen
herself was imprisoned. Kate and
her elder sister Maggie reared the
younger children while their brothers
and their mates created havoc on
both sides of the NSW and
Victorian border.
A few years ago, Noble
Numismatics sold a Kelly scrimshaw
for over $160,000, and three great
examples will go to auction in
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3 Kate Kelly’s revolver. A .32 calibre
revolver by Henckell & Co, Solingen,
inscribed with the initials KK on the
wooden stock. The revolver bears the
insignia of the Royal Constabulary,
associated with the police force who
hunted the Kelly Gang in 1878–1880.
Such relics were on show as early as
1880 at a display known in the
popular newspapers as the Kate
Kelly Exhibition
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Melbourne in October. A pair of
cattle horns that have been shown
at Glenrowan feature mounted
troopers chasing bushrangers – one
of them wearing a spotted shirt and
with his chinstrap worn under the nose
in the larrikin Greta Mob fashion – plus
an extraordinary Australian ‘coat-ofarms’ with an emu and kangaroo, a
furnace and ploughshares. The other
horn shows a finely cut young woman
pointing at a scroll clearly incised ‘AM
Fitzpatrick’, sailing ships, an American
eagle and flag. Certainly someone here
knew the Kelly story, but like most
scrimshaw, the artist is anonymous,
though probably American.
Another example of scrimshaw
c. 1880 is a double mounted horn
inscribed with portraits of the Kelly

Gang and George King, with an
elaborate Glenrowan briar rose
decorating both sides. It is attributed
to George King, who could have
travelled by ship on the Melbourne
to New Zealand run for several
years, passing these memory sticks
on to sympathiser’s families.
Historians are particularly lucky
that one James Bray, a
photographer of Beechworth,
engaged with the emerging Greta
Mob of Irish larrikins from 1877,
taking portraits of Dan Kelly, Joe
Byrne and Aaron Sherritt, their
friends and sympathisers, and the
final endgame at Glenrowan in
1880. These small carte-de-visites
photographs (CDVs) became the
first series of Kelly collectables,

4 Carte-de-visite of Kate Kelly, signed to
reverse, a previously unknown variant
of the Waxworks series

when Melbourne photographer
Burman reprinted Bray’s work by
popular demand, even recreating
scenes of the shoot-out at
Glenrowan, where 286 revolvers
were issued to police.
A post-Glenrowan scrimshaw
attributed to George King has also
surfaced, again in the USA. It was
found in an attic in Mansfield over
60 years ago. This single cow horn
has been incised with a portrait of
Ned Kelly (modelled on a woodcut
in the Illustrated Sydney News of
July 1880) above his horse Daylight,
gang members, Sub-Inspector
Stanhope O’Connor (who led the
blacktrackers at Glenrowan) and
many articulated Glenrowan briar
roses to both sides.

Collectables Trader ?
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5 An original poster for the 1906 first
film on the Kelly Gang, The Story of
the Kelly Gang , printed in Melbourne
in 1910. One of only two known, this
one is in the National Film & Sound
Archive, Canberra
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he most famous items of Kelly
Gang memorabilia are the four
sets of armour used in the
Glenrowan siege. Cobbled together
from bits of ploughs, iron bolts and
leather, the iron armour could repel
bullets, but it was heavy,

? Collectables Trader

Following Ned Kelly’s hanging in
November 1880, Kate Kelly and her
brother Jim displayed Kelly Gang
weapons and horses in Sydney, in a
series of celebrity appearances. Kate
appeared at the Sydney Waxworks
in full riding habit where a series of
CDVs were produced and sold at
one shilling. One of these has
emerged from the USA, signed to
the reverse and dated by the
collector Harold Hobson,
13 April 1881.
A lot of revolvers were lost during
the Kelly outbreak, and recently one
surfaced from the demolition of the
former home of Kate Kelly in Forbes,
NSW. Covered in lard and wrapped
in leather strapping, perhaps put
away for safe keeping, it is clearly
inscribed ‘KK’. Kate had first
appeared in the Central West of
NSW as a trick rider under various
pseudonyms in the early 1880s,
finally working in the Forbes area
from 1885. She married a blacksmith
and horse-trainer, William ‘Brickie’
Foster in 1888, and had at least six
children before her death by
‘drowning’ in 1898. Kate Kelly is
buried in Forbes cemetery not far
from bushranger Ben Hall’s grave.
During the Kelly outbreak, both
Kate and her sister Maggie supplied
food and ammunition for the gang.
Kate’s brother-in-law, Edward Foster,
noted that ‘she had two gun shot
wounds in her right leg as souvenirs
of her girlhood adventures.’ If one
considers the oral tradition c. 1880,
Kate is the fifth member of the gang,
with many ballads including her as
party to these tales of resistance and
rebellion. Kate Kelly is the only
woman mentioned in the bushranger
ballad Ye Sons of Australia:

cumbersome and restricting. The
gang tested it out in 1879.
While the armour protected head
and torso, it didn’t cover the legs. Ned
Kelly was brought down when he was
deliberately shot in his unprotected
knees. Three gang members died

The daring Kate Kelly how
noble her mien
As she sat on her horse
like an Amazon queen,
She rode through the forest
revolver at hand
Regardless of danger,
who dare bid her stand.
May the angels protect this
young heroine bold
And her name be recorded in
letters of gold
Though her brothers were
outlaws, she loved them
most dear,
And hastened to tell them when
danger was near.
The popularity of the Kelly story
continued in many plays and books
over the next 20 years and was even
the subject of Australia’s first
dramatic film, The Story of the Kelly
Gang (1906) – often claimed to be
the world’s first feature film. This
was banned, then regularly added to
by director Charles Tait, who cast his
wife Elizabeth as Kate Kelly. The
National Film & Sound Archive in
Canberra recently restored about
20 minutes of extant film, now on
sale as a DVD. Two original
examples of a poster for the film
are known; one from 1910 is in the
National Film & Sound Archives,
and another in coming up for
auction in October, an exceptionally
rare piece of film memorabilia.
Mossgreen in Melbourne will
feature the Kelly Gang items as
part of their October Art auction.
For details contact
www.mossgreen.com.au or
03 9820 8958.

during the siege, while Ned was tried
and hanged at Melbourne Gaol on
11 November 1880.
Ned’s armour, comprising helmet,
back plate, breast plate and shoulder
plate, is now in the collection of the
State Library of Victoria.

